
Tuesday February 20th  

Lesson 21 Vocabulary  

1 aloofness (uh LOOF nis) N. state of being removed or distant in 

feeling  

2 bravado (bruh VAH doh) N. a false show of bravery  

3 condescending (KAHN di SEN ding) ADJ. showing a patronizing and 

superior manner  

4 contrite (kuhn TRYT) ADJ. feeling or expressing sorrow or regret for 

misconduct  

Ch. 9 Lesson 1 Using Adjectives and Adverbs 

Choose the answer that identifies the boldfaced word in each sentence. 

1 Does this bus stop at the botanical gardens? 

A adjective B adverb 

2 A chilling wind swept out of the sky that night. 

A adjective B adverb 

 

Wednesday February 21st  

Lesson 21 Vocabulary  

5 convivial (kuhn VIV ee uhl) ADJ. fond of eating, drinking, and good 

company 

6 deception (di SEP shuhn) N. false or misleading representation  

7 demeanor (di MEE nur) N. the way a person appears and acts; 

outward manner 

8 effusive (i FYOO siv) ADJ. overflowing; showing too much feeling  

Ch. 9 Lesson 1 Using Adjectives and Adverbs 

Choose the answer that identifies the boldfaced word in each sentence. 

3 The forecasters are predicting a heavy frost, so bring the flowers 

inside. 

A adjective B adverb 

4 The guards must remain vigilant throughout their watch. 

A adjective B adverb 

 

 

 

 



Thursday February 22nd  

Lesson 21 Vocabulary  

9 haughtiness (HAW tee nis) N. offensive pride and disdainfulness   

10 hypocrite (HIP uh KRIT) N. insincere person; one who pretends to 

be virtuous 

11 tact (takt) N. ability to say and do the correct thing; skill in dealing 

with people 

12 urbane (ur BAYN) ADJ. smoothly polite, refined, and elegant  

Ch. 9 Lesson 1 Using Adjectives and Adverbs 

Choose the answer that identifies the boldfaced word in each sentence. 

5 Some people are uncannily skillful at guessing what others are 

thinking. 

A adjective B adverb 

6 The families of the crew are relieved that the men have finally been 

rescued. 

A adjective B adverb 
 


